>>> Steven Hoin 09/21/05 10:10 AM >>>
Alex, I obtained a copy of your September 14 letter regarding the DRIC. I am a
Project Manager for the RRD and specifically for the BASF Pt. Hennepin site. I
am well aware of the environmental and geologic issues associated with this site
and offer my assistance if you need it. Also, I would like to make you aware of
some significant technical issues associated with the site. As a result of past
solution mining activities, the bedrock beneath the site has collapsed into voids
formed by the mining. Subsidence continues today in some areas. The
subsurface in this area should be considered very unstable and subject to
possible collapse, particularly if any additional stresses are placed on the
bedrock. Please call me or direct question my way with regard to this issue. The
Office of Geological Survey should also be contacted in the event that the site is
further considered for the DRIC.

Steven J. Hoin, CPG
MDEQ RRD
Cadillac Place
3058 West Grand Blvd., Suite 2-300
Detroit, MI 48202-6058
(313) 456-4668
hoins@michigan.gov

Dear Mohammed,
Thank you for your continued interest in receiving Scoping Comments from the community. It is
greatly appreciated.
As a member of the LAC, I have previously made the following verbal comments but I would like
to state them again for the record in this email.
People's Community Services is concerned on a number of fronts:
a) The Delray neighborhood has been targeted unfairly with the size of the C3 plaza. At 206.31
acres, this is by far largest plaza area. It totally destroys the main area of Delray. In fact, it wipes
the neighborhood off the map. No other neighborhood is so targeted.
b) This area still has many historical areas, such as Holy Cross Hungarian Catholic and St. John
Cansius Churches, which will be destroyed.
c) Being on the riverfront, the area is ripe for redevelopment. In fact People's Community
Services is investing $1,000,000 for an expanded Neighborhood House and state of the art play
ground. If the Delray area was redeveloped it would be a real jewel for the city of Detroit.
e) By targeting this area, MDOT is further destabilizing an area that is in transition. Even the act
of making it one of the finalists, may set the area "over the edge."
f) There is a real issue of environmental justice. The residents of Delray have continued to be
targeted by every entity which wants to bring something which is environmentally unsafe into the
community. They do this because the area is "already polluted" so who cares about "those
people." Just because Delray residents are poor and have suffered so much already, is no
reason they should be targeted by MDOT for even more environmental pollution such as fumes,
noise and traffic from a border crossing.
g) There is also the related issue of home values. It is obviously cheaper to take the homes of
poor people in low income neighborhoods. Their homes have less monetary value. But these
homes actually have more "human" value than homes is well to do areas. The reason for this, is
that if low income home owners are moved out of their homes, they rarely receive enough funds
to replace the home the are losing. While the monetary cost is less the human cost is more.
h) It should be noted that the salt mining activity in the C3 area is intense. On a daily basis, the
blasting feels like small earthquakes. This strong activity would cause serious safety concerns
for a bridge structure or for traffic using the plaza.
i) Plaza C4 would require the reconstruction the I-75 Rouge River Bridge. This would be a
monumental task which would tie up traffic for literally months or years.
j) Finally plaza C4 is next to Fort Wayne. If a plaza was placed near to Fort Wayne, it possibly
could interfere with an important historical site and a future tourist attraction.
Thank you very much.
Thomas Cervenak
Executive Director
People's Community Services
412 West Grand Blvd.
Detroit, MI 48216
(313) 554-3111
Fax (313) 554-3113
tcervenak@aol.com

Delray Site:
People's Community Services
Delray Neighborhood House
420 Leigh
Detroit, MI 48209
(313) 843-0730

September 30, 2005
DRIC Study, Bureau of Transportation Planning
P.O. Box 30050
Lansing, Michigan 48909
Re: Comments for the Detroit River International Crossing Scoping Document
As Detroit City Council President, I have strong concerns about the evaluation of
alternatives for a new border crossing in the region.
The border crossing alternatives, proposed in the DRIC study, in Detroit and those with
freeway connections in Detroit would have harmful implications for Detroit
neighborhoods, commercial districts, and the health and safety of Detroiters. The
alternatives would in some cases destroy neighborhoods, decimate commercial districts,
and increase the environmental and economic burden transportation has on Detroit
residents. City of Detroit divisions and departments will detail the impacts to specific
areas of Detroit affected by this project.
All potential sites for a border crossing and freeway connection must be studied to
determine their impacts on the surrounding residential communities, local businesses,
neighborhood economy, air quality, environmental justice, safety, local planning, cultural
and environmental assets, and noise. In the event that a border crossing is developed,
mitigation of these impacts is a must, and methods of mitigation must be specified. In
addition, tangible benefits as desired by the local community must be provided if a new
border crossing development moves forward.
Any new border crossing where the crossing must be built anew should be publicly
owned. This would provide increased oversight of safety measures, impacts on local
communities, and compliance with local, state, and federal laws and regulations. There
should be open discussion and debate regarding the ownership and governance of the
proposed crossing. Permitting by local, state, and federal agencies for any new border
crossing should be delayed until the impacts of such a development are studied and the
DRIC study has been completed.
Residential communities already suffering from the impacts of a border crossing should
not have their burden increased by the creation or expansion of another border crossing.
Sites for plaza locations and freeway connections should minimize the impact to

commercial and residential areas. Vehicles leaving a border crossing should connect
directly to the freeway system and not use neighborhood streets.
The burden of a border crossing should be shared equally by the respective sides of the
border. It is unfair to burden only the U.S. side with the responsibilities for customs
processing and toll booths.
Alternatives beyond the creation of a new border crossing for vehicles should be
evaluated in this project. Alternative forms of moving freight across the border, which
would eliminate traffic congestion on the freeways, should be evaluated.
As always, active community participation and input must be included throughout the
DRIC study. I am concerned that the Evaluation surveys used to weight evaluation
factors were not distributed in Spanish until late in the collection of these surveys making
it difficult for several affected residents of Detroit to participate in this process. I am also
concerned that those who participated in the weighting of evaluation factors were selfselected potentially skewing the results of the survey.
This letter represents my initial comments on the scoping document. I anticipate that
there will be additional concerns and comments as the scoping period progresses.
Sincerely,

Maryann Mahaffey, A.C.S.W.

2411 Fourteenth Street • Suite 200 • Detroit, MI 48216
313.965.5853 voice • 313.965.9822 fax
03 October 2005

Mr. Mohammed Alghurabi
Senior Project Manager
DRIC Study, Bureau of Transportation Planning,
P.O. Box 30050
Lansing, MI 48909
Dear Mr. Alghurabi:
Thank you for this opportunity to provide comments regarding the scoping of the Detroit River
International Crossing Environmental Impact Statement (DRIC EIS). I have chosen to focus my
comments on both the over-arching purpose and need of the Border Partnership Study as well
as specific comments related to the affect that the any of the four I-I Plazas would have on the
Greater Corktown community.
Purpose and Need Issues:
Rail & Transit: While MDOT is touting the need for the expansion of Livernois Yard in the Detroit
Intermodal Freight Terminal study due to a projected increase in rail transport of freight and
goods, the DRIC study gives no consideration to how this increase would affect the DRIC study’s
projected numbers that would seem to justify the need for a new border crossing. Additionally,
no consideration has been given to cross-border transit or pedestrian/bicycle facilities.
Economic Development: The Purpose and Need Statement should specifically call for
enhancement of the local economy of the host community. To this point, all concern for
economic development in the DRIC EIS has been on a regional level, ignoring the burden that
the host community would bear.
Private vs. Public Ownership: As one of the purported goals of the DRIC is to promote crossborder security, it would seem prudent to promote public ownership and operation or any new
border crossing. A privately-owned crossing exerts undue influence on not only homeland
security, but international commerce as well.
Other Requirements for EIS Process:
All state and federal agencies participating in the DRIC study should agree to a moratorium on
issuing all new permits related to new or expanded border crossings along the Detroit River until
the DRIC study is complete.

The DRIC study should include an alternative that encompasses improvements to existing border
crossings (such as plaza improvements or freeway improvements), but does not necessarily
include the construction of a new span.
In addition, should an additional border crossing be pursued for construction anywhere along
the Detroit River, the Environmental Impact Statement must include a Community Benefits
Agreement (CBA) between members of the host community and the project sponsors to help
achieve some positive benefits for any host community impacted by this project.
Plaza Analysis:
Overall, I have found the analysis of the land surrounding the four Interstate Plazas (II 1-4) to be
very incomplete. The photos and the written descriptions that accompany the plaza maps have
completely ignored the context of the Corktown neighborhood that borders each plaza site.
Corktown is Detroit’s oldest neighborhood and has been touted in numerous media outlets and
by every level of government as a model of urban redevelopment in Detroit. New and restored
houses, major loft development, and new businesses are regular occurrences in Corktown, and
the neighborhood was designated as a 2005 “Cool City Neighborhood” by the State of
Michigan in recognition of the holistic neighborhood revitalization that is occurring. Additionally,
there is absolutely no reference to the Detroit Riverfront Conservancy’s Vision for the West
Riverfront, which was recently awarded $29 million in Federal funds due to Senator Levin’s efforts.
I would be happy to tour MDOT and its consultants around Corktown to present the restored
houses, new infill housing, the Workers Rowhouse Experience project, Corktown-Mexicantown
Greenlink routes, Michigan Avenue commercial investments and infrastructure improvements, as
well as the schools, churches, and other institutions that are making a difference in this
community. To ignore such massive investment in a Detroit neighborhood is unacceptable.
I would hope that these comments as well as updated plaza analyses be incorporated into the
DRIC study.
Sincerely,

Kelli B. Kavanaugh
Deputy Director

Detroit International River Crossing
Environmental Impact Study
Scoping Information – Public Comment
Friends of the Detroit River
During the August meeting of the Local Advisory Counsel, Michigan Department of
Transportation (MDOT) and The Cordino Group presented Scoping Information and
requested public comment. The information provided during the presentation at the
August Local Advisory Counsel Meeting, and the hard copy material provided leaves
many concerns still unanswered, and does not provide proof of an immediate need for an
additional crossing in Southeast Michigan. Conversations with others concerned about
how the site selection process will be completed, and what factors will be most important
in making the final determination as to where the new cross will be put also warrant
discussion.
In determining the actual location for the new crossing, it is a fact that no matter which
alternative is selected, the crossing will be in someone’s back yard, and one or more
Southeast Michigan and Ontario communities will be impacted. Whether the crossing is
built by 2013, or 2030, this fact does not change. It will not be possible to select a
location where everybody is happy with the decision. It is imperative that everyone
involved feel that they are being treated fairly and equally as is consistent with our
Constitution and laws.
There are areas in which any negative impact or potential negative impact is
unacceptable. It is much more difficult to relocated an ecosystem than it is to relocate a
household. How do you tell migratory birds or spawning fish that their home has been
moved while they were away? You can not put out signs that say don’t land here, go
twenty miles down the road to the next prairie. There is no way to reproduce the exact
environment with all the species of plants, insects, and animals of an existing sight.
There is no magic to transfer an ecosystem from one location to another location.
It is also difficult to accurately measure or predict how changes to an ecosystem or the
area around an ecosystem will affect the ecosystem. 200 years ago, this area had vast
amounts of coastline, prairie land, and oak savannas. We no longer have an abundance of
natural areas that have not been impacted by development or environment disruption.
For these reasons, no alternative location for the river crossing should be allowed to go
over, under, or through any of the few remaining natural preservation areas on either side
of the border.
In narrowing the list of alternative options down to one potential river crossing, MDOT,
the Federal Highway Safety Administration, the Cordino Group, and other government
agencies need to provide answers to many questions, and provide the missing information
requested by members of the LAC and residents of Southeast Michigan. In justifying the
need for a new crossing the Cordino Group has repeatedly shown a Travel Demand vs.
Capacity graph depicting a marked decline in demand since 1999 that magically shifts to
a rapid increase in demand in 2004 - 2005. There has never been an adequate

explanation providing positive proof the demand drastically began to trend upward
starting in 2004. The data and analysis that proves the dramatic changes in Demand vs.
Capacity should be provided to allow for independent analysis.
An argument has been made that the impact on jobs should no new crossing be put in
place are in the order of 25,000 jobs in Michigan and 79,000 jobs in the US. Would these
Michigan jobs be lost regardless of whether or not a new crossing is built? The chart
provided by the study group titled “2004 Daily International Traffic (Two-Way) Crossing
Windsor – Detroit By Vehicle and Trip Type” shows that 50% of the traffic is long
distance. In effect, the largest share of the traffic does not benefit Windsor or Detroit, but
passes through on their way to some place else. Removing the bottleneck could increase
the rate in which jobs are lost in Michigan, the Detroit Metropolitan Area, and Windsor.
As both Windsor and Detroit have high concentration of union jobs, higher standards of
living, and higher pay scales, the jobs being added could have a net negative impact on
the both Southeast Michigan and Southwestern Ontario. Yet these are the areas, which
will also have to bare the burden on welcoming the new crossing into their communities,
and pay a lion’s share of the costs.
The 2004 Daily International Traffic data provided in the charts also needs to be
validated. Are the days the measurements were taken truly a positive representation of
the normal traffic crossings on a daily basis? How did the measured days compare with
the same days in prior years? What was the average wait time of vehicles attempting to
cross during those day? Were there any special circumstances on the days measured
causing the traffic to be abnormally high or low in comparison to the rest of the year?
The chart provided without context does not give the LAC or concerned residents the
opportunity to review the actual information or the story that the data tells. It is like
taking a single word from a book and asking Southeast Michigan to understand the book.
How does MDOT or the Federal Highway Administration plan on making sure all three
crossing once the new one is built will get enough traffic to be viable? If the estimates
for increased demand are wrong and the additional capacity is not needed, there may not
be enough traffic to support the cost of maintaining three river crossings? The railroad
companies are also requesting an updated crossing to handle taller railcars. Improved
infrastructure for rail may also affect the rate of growth in demand for river crossing
truck traffic. Was the potential of a new rail crossing considered, and the possibility of it
altering the truck traffic demand increases factored into the study?
What will be done to make sure all three crossings are actually used efficiently? What
will be done to prevent too high a percentage of the traffic from going to the new
crossing location, under utilizing the existing crossings, and causing traffic problems in
the new location? Who will bare the burden if one of the river crossings cannot compete
and is forced out of business?
Most of the data provided attempting to validate the need for a new crossing is much the
same as the two examples discussed in the above paragraphs. There has been little
information or discussion on process improvements or better border resource

management, and how either of these could, at least in the short term, alleviate some on
the crossing delays. Regardless of the outcome of the Environmental Impact Study, the
soonest a new crossing will be completed is seven years away. If the predictions of
continual increased need in crossing capacity are correct, the current crossings will
become gridlocked long before the new crossing is completed. Is the Gateway Project
the answer? Since a border crossing includes connecting highways approaching and
leaving the crossing area, the plazas, customs clearance, tollbooths, and the actual
crossing infrastructure itself, it is necessary to look at the entire process, not just the
bridge capacity. Adding crossing capacity and not truly improving the entire end-to-end
process may not be correcting the real problem, only masking it.
There has also been very little discussion on whether technology can assist in improving
the process and shorten delays. For example, electronic tracking of vehicles requesting
an opportunity to cross, a scheduled (appointment) crossing period for each vehicle,
management of all three crossings as resource and balancing the loads across all three. Is
there technology available to assist in dealing with the traffic issues and demands that are
being used to justify a new crossing?
Once the new crossing does come, the consultants, MDOT, and Federal Highway
Administration pack up all their equipment moving on to the next project, what’s next?
Will the State and Federal government come rolling in with city planners, social workers,
environmental experts, consultants, and the dollars to pay for them? Where are the
people that should be talking to the mayors, city managers, supervisors, planning
commissions to help them prepare for what could be coming to their neighborhoods if the
crossing does come to their home towns? Will their be assistance to those communities
to help pay for additional infrastructure required to support the new river crossing?
Can economically depressed areas actually afford a new crossing in their neighborhoods?
With State, County and local budgets as tight as they are today, can any community in
Southeast Michigan afford the costs associated with a new crossing?
Even if the rosy predictions for new business growth due to a new crossing are true, the
increases in business will lag behind the increases in costs to the communities.
Associated with the Environmental Impact Study must be recommendations that discuss
how and where Southeast Michigan will get help for everything else that will be impacted
because a new river crossing has come to their area. There must be identified sources for
the money and expertise needed to keep the communities from suffering severe economic
hardships due to the crossing. There is more that needs to be taken care of then just the
300-foot impact areas and plaza locations identified on the map of alternatives options.
It has been well documented that the US team will not be completing a health impact
study due to the inability of US officials to agree on the metrics that need to be taken, and
precisely what incremental increases in pollutants cause which health risk. There has
been no argument presented that high concentrations of truck emissions raises the
probability of contracting specific health problems. So, the US sponsors of this study
have decided not to gather information, not to set base lines, not to do anything that
would help in the future to answer the questions about impacts to health from

environmental changes. This is the kind of thinking that has allowed us to get where we
are today, without documented measurements to tell us what the impact of pollutants are
on human health. These types of decisions make it very difficult for our scientists to
actually answer the question of how much is too much. The Canadian laws are different,
and they will be required to complete a health impact analysis.
It may be that these questions and concerns have already been considered in prior stages
of the process. If they have not been addressed, they should be prior to the completion of
the Environmental Impact Study, and the recommending of a sight for the new crossing.
Items which may not be considered within the scope of the Environmental Impact Study
need to be discussed and answered somewhere within the site selection process.
Assumptions being made about demand, impact, value, and opportunity cost must be
reviewed, refined and validated to make sure this study and prior processes already
completed did not bare results based on false assumptions. We need positive proof that
there is a capacity issue before we create a huge disruption in the lives of the people of
Southeast Michigan. And we need to be assured that the net effect of the new river
crossing will not be negative to the communities and the State of Michigan.
Thank you
Henri J. LaFrance
Friends of the Detroit River.

September 29, 2005
Mohammed Alghurabi, P.E.,
Senior Project Manager,
Michigan Department of Transportation,
Bureau of Transportation Planning,
425 W. Ottawa Street,
P.O. Box 30050,
Lansing, Michigan, USA, 48909,
E-mail:alghurabim@michigan.gov

Dear Mr. Alghurabi,
Please find below a summary of my comments from the meeting held at Cobo Hall on August 31, 2005.
I would begin by pointing out that the graphic on page 6 of the Scoping Information handout provided on August 31,
2005 is incorrect. The side at the top of the page showing the Windsor-Detroit Future Capacity needs suggests that
time Capacity is reached for both US Border and Canadian Border processing at the Detroit Windsor tunnel is 5-10
years away. That is an entirely inaccurate statement as traffic is backed-up now on a daily basis. This back-up (in
Windsor) results in traffic chaos virtually every morning along Wyandotte street, where grid-lock is the norm due to
closure of the tunnel as a result of processing delays on the US side.
Similarly, back-ups along Jefferson Avenue with traffic backed-up under Cobo Hall are not unusual in the late
afternoon and particularly on Fridays.
A shut-down of any of the crossings due to heavy traffic volumes clearly indicates that we are at capacity now.
Suggesting that the problem is worse at certain times and non-existent at 2:00 am is illogical and ignores real-world
constraints.
The Ambassador Bridge is also clearly at capacity during peak hours with traffic back-ups on the US side onto I-75.
On August 31, I noted the running back-log on to the Interstate lasted more than 6-hours. These are all clear indicators
that we are at capacity now.
Please be sure that data reflects reality and is dated to show the time period that information was gathered.
In regard to back-ups on the bridge, MDOT needs to implement an earlier exit off I-75 NB for trucks either off Clark
Street or, develop a new exit between Clark & Porter for trucks only that will remove the congestion and back-ups that
currently exist. A new truck only exit between Clark & Porter Streets up to the service road would avoid the light at
Clark Street and, allow truck back-ups to occur on the service road rather than the Interstate. A similar situation exits
on SB I-75 and again, a truck only exit and fly-over connecting to a separate truck only entrance needs to be
constructed. The current situation is extremely dangerous and is a fatal accident waiting to take place.
I am deeply troubled that reverse customs inspections are not being seriously considered or planned for at any of the
crossing in the Windsor-Detroit area. At a minimum, a plan and viable alternatives with the appropriate infrastructure
needs to be developed and put forward for consideration. A lack of planning for such requirements indicates a
traditional, narrow-minded approach to the problems at hand that will result in the status quo. Thinking needs to be
‘outside the box’ in order to be effective. I would point out that it is traditional thinking that allowed this grid-locked
mess to develop in the first place.
We can see the effect on traffic that putting Customs Plaza’s and toll at the foot of the bridge has had as a result of
decisions made 80-years ago. Given the growth in traffic, these facilities need to be enlarged to be able to
accommodate 100-years more of growth. Set-backs need to be implemented as quickly as possible to avoid even
greater grid-lock. Given the technology that exists, and alternative solutions, serious consideration needs to be given to
untraditional solutions.
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MDOT also needs to work with the railroads to eliminate the rail bottleneck that exist at Delray junction. This is a
major impediment to rail traffic in South-Western Michigan and seriously limits the viability of rail and intermodal
solutions to the region. Rail will continue to be hampered until a fly-over or other long-term alternative to Delray
junction is implemented. This must be made a priority in order to avoid a collapse of the rail system in the Detroit
region...
An automated rail system for passengers tied into transit systems on both sides of the border to replace the current
tunnel bus should also be considered by MDOT and DOT as potential solutions to an over stressed bus system that is
unreliable due to over whelming traffic congestion. The automated rail system should also connect into regional (bus)
transportation hubs on both sides of the border or at least offer transfer service to those hubs.
Finally, air quality monitoring needs to be significantly improved and increased to demonstrate environmental
soundness. Ignoring extensive testing in multiple sites can only lead to delays and challenges. Given the state of
technology and improvements being put forward with fuel, engine efficiencies, EPA standards and engine
technologies, extensive testing can only validate the minimizing of current pollutants going forward. MDOT is
seriously mistaken in not standing up to these challenges. MDOT and MOT should both conduct extensive air quality
testing at all 4 current custom’s plaza’s and include diesel , Co2, Nox, Sox2 and particulate measurements.
Clearly, we need more than 1additional crossing to limit the future pressure on the flow of goods and services. Given
the age and limitations of the current infrastructure, increasing ferry service would take some of the pressure off the
Bridge which would be a good start. A DRTP would also reduce pressure on the current infrastructure and a DRTP
solution could form the foundation of a wider transportation solution addressing both truck rail and intermodal within
perhaps 8-10 years.
The advantage of the above solutions is that they will require a minimum of taxpayer funding compared to a new
bridge and, in the short-term, that is desirable. However, there is no question at the end of the day that a new larger
major link will be required. Because of the time required however to plan, review, approve, acquire lands, legal
challenges and finally construct a new crossing even if the process is launched today, it will not be in a position to take
any pressure off the older infrastructure for 15-20 years or more. That is far too long to maintain the status quo, and not
to implement other more expedient solutions to keep up with the ever increasing volume of goods and services across
our respective borders.
I believe there are multiple solutions to the current problems that exist. However, under the current mechanism, it is
largely up to the oversight and management groups to put forward creative solutions. As the field of crossings is
further narrowed, it is even more imperative that creative solutions be put forward to resolve nagging issues. We can
see today the limitations that exist as a result of decisions made over the past 75-years. I trust MDOT is sensitive to
these issues and can provide both leadership and solutions that avoid the pitfalls of the past.
Thank-you for your time and attention to this matter.
Respectfully,

Mark A. Petro,
Suite 601,
4789 Riverside Dr. East,
Windsor, Ontario, Canada
N8Y 5A2.
E-mail: MAPetro@aol.com
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To Whom it may Concern:
I am objecting to an International Crossing in the Southern border due to the fact it will affect our
area in a deadly economic way. The "idea" of a possible bridge crossing has created an awful
fear inside everyone who resides and works in our neighborhoods and Cities. Due to many
factors of these economic times that began in the Fall of 2000, then September 11, 2001, then a
war, then loss of jobs, then the loss of homes and even health issues have prevented us from a
quality of life. The study as it may need to be completed lawfully has created an additional factor
which is fear. This has not assisted Wayne County in moving forward to offset those previous
factors. We have the largest amount of foreclosures. I have a son attending college in the area
and cannot find even a part time job to offset costs. People are being forced to early retirements
and also looking for part time positions to help financially. Our State is in a current economic
danger and I am thankful our Governor is working diligently in structuring a State to increase job's
and security to provide a quality of life for our people. A bridge and/or crossing will increase
health risks, threaten our current life styles and not bring more jobs in this particular area, but
destroy our community. The Southern corridor has the most neighborhoods, the largest number
of families with children. Many Churches, cemetary's, parks, baseball diamonds, soccer fields,
football fields with running tracks, many, many Schools, Senior Citizen and Living Assisted
Homes, School for Special Needs, School for the Blind, School with 24 hour living quarters for
those handicapped, Hockey arenas, tennis courts, and much more. The water ways Down River
are beautiful. We have boating, skiing, fishing, and preservation of animal life and wetlands. We
have historical buildings, libraries, Funeral Homes, Hospitals, Many Doctor's Office and
Rehabilitation Centers. Please do not disrupt our beautiful downriver area. Cities and Townships
have put many millions of dollars into infrastructure, neighborhoods, parks and buildings recently
to increase the value and productivity of our towns. These same cities have Master Plans that do
not include an international bridge.
I plea with you to consider an alternative outside of the Southern corridor. I urge you to consider
to create a better plan for the Customs units at the current Ambassador bridge to ease the back
ups that exist. I ask that you consider the Jobs Tunnel alternative rather than a new bridge, this
seems to be the most economic and practical. I urge you to take the Southern Corridor off the
list this November and allow us to continue with bringing our lives back on track. I thank you for
your thoughtfulness and compassion you have shown our people during this study. We will not
stop fighting.
Respectfully,

Sheri M. Sutherby-Fricke, ABR, CRS, GRI
Wyandotte City Councilwoman
Real Estate One/Realtor
(734) 552-6077

The Detroit River lnternational Border Crossing
Comment Form
The Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) is sponsoring this Detroit River lnternational
Corridor Study in southeastern Michigan. The Environmental Study Phase of the project involves
stakeholders and the public through several rounds of meetings over the period ending in 2007.
The purpose of the Detroit River lnternational Corridor Study is 1) to provide safe, efficient and
secure movement of people and goods across the CanadianIUS border on the Detroit River area
to support the economics of Michigan, Ontario, Canada, and the US; and 2) to support the
mobility needs of natural and civil defense.
GET INVOLVED!
A series of meetings will be held during this study. If you would like to receive notice of future
meetings, and have not already received a mailing, please give us your name and address.
* * * PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY * * * Your name will be held confidential
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Specify
TELL US WHAT YOU THINK.
We want to know what you think the issues are that affect your area. Is there an issue we should
address? Anything you have to say is important. Use the space below and on the back. Or, call
1-800-900-2649.
Leave a message or add your name to the mailing list, if you have not already done so.

The Detroit River International Border Crossing
Comment Form
The Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) is sponsoring this Detroit River International
Corridor Study in southeastern Michigan. The Environmental Study Phase of the project involves
stakeholders and the public through several rounds of meetings over the period ending in 2007.
The purpose of the Detroit River International Corridor Study is I)
to provide safe, efficient and
secure movement of people and goods across the CanadianlUS border on the Detroit River area
to support the economics of Michigan, Ontario, Canada, and the US; and 2) to support the
mobility needs of natural and civil defense.
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A series of meetings will be held during this study. .Ifyou would like to receive notice of future
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The Detroit River International Border Crossing
Comment Form
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e-mail us by visiting our Web site at www.partnershipborderstudy.com
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The Detroit River lnternational Border Crossing
Comment Form
The Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) is sponsoringthis Detroit River International
Corridor Study in southeastern Michigan. The Environmental Study Phase of the project involves
stakeholders and the public through several rounds of meetings over the period ending In 2007.
The purpose of the Detroit River International Corridor Study is 1) to provide safe, efficient and
secure movement of people and goods across the CanadianIUS border on the Detroit River area
to Support the economlcs of Michigan, Ontario, Canada, and the US; and 2) to support the
mobility needs of natural and civil defense.

GET INVOLVED!
A series of meetings will be held during this study. If you would like to receive notice of future
meetings, and have not already received a mailing, please give us your name and address.

* * * PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY ' .' Your name will be held confidential
Name

Address
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How did you learn of this meeting? (Check One)

Radio

Newspaper

a

Television

Mailer

1Word of mouth

other E M A L
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. TELL US WHAT YOU THINK.

We want to know what you think the issues are that affect your area. Is there an issue we should
address? Anything yau have to say is important. Use the space below and on the back- Or, call
1-800-900-2649.

Leave a message or add your name to the mailing list, ifyou have not already done so.
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The Detroit River international Border Crossing
Comment Form
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Additional Comments:

If possible, please return this before you leave. If not, please mail it to:
Bob Parsons, Public Hearings Officer
Bureau of Transportation Planning
Michigan ~epartrnentof rans sport at ion
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Lansing, MI 48909
Fax: (517)373-9255
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e-mail'us by visiting our Web site at www.partnershipborderstudy.com

